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Abstract

Iterated learner models have been applied to various cul-
tural changes from semantic space (Xu, Dowman, & Griffiths,
2013) to phonology (Ito & Feldman, 2021). In this project, I
adapt an iterated learner model to simulate historical change
in music. I found that certain assumptions such as preferring
proximal movements and preferring the modern musical scales
to be better fits of the specific changes in musical cadence from
the 14th to the 18th century, with a few exceptions that may be
improved in the future by introducing harmonic structure to
the model. This is the first work to simulate cultural change
of a specific structure in music, which differs from the simula-
tions of language change in the lack of direct communication
through music.
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Introduction
Language, among other human activities, changes along time.
Historical linguistics often focuses on the pattern and ele-
ments of such changes. Also, models have been proposed
to simulate language change as well as connecting language
change to the inductive biases of humans.

The specific model of interest, first proposed by Griffiths
and Kalish (2007), sees language as a product of cultural
transmission. It sees generations of language speakers as ra-
tional learners, who infer hypotheses about the language from
available data. Critically, an information bottleneck exists be-
tween generations of learners, where part of the data from the
last generation are not passed onto the next generation, and
the next generation of learners must infer the missing data
based on their hypotheses.

A number of works have since applied the model in
Griffiths and Kalish (2007) on variants of linguistic phenom-
ena. Griffiths, Kalish, and Lewandowsky (2008) applied this
framework on learning abstract functions, while groups of
people cannot see the ground truth or abstract description
of a function, but can only infer from the examples given
by another group. Xu et al. (2013) applied this framework
on color term learning, where people can only infer the ref-
erence of artificial color terms from examples given by an-
other group. Kirby, Griffiths, and Smith (2014) applied this
frame on artificial language learning. These works all find
that the transmission of these concepts, from abstract func-
tion to color terms, is influenced by inductive biases. They
conclude that language change can be simulated as a cultural

Figure 1: Two cadences of the medieval time (mm. 1–2) and
during the Classical period (mm. 3–4). The Medieval ca-
dence is adapted from Machaut’s La Messe de Nostre Dame
(composed in the 14th century), and the Classical cadence is
adapted from Mozart’s Ave Verum Corpus (composed in the
18th century).

evolution phenomenon, where certain structures in language
are chosen because they are likely to be learned.

Cadences in music
Music, on the other hand, is a domain with many shared char-
acteristics with language. Both are unique yet universal in
humans, and involve complex structure in the acoustic signal.
What remains different between these two domains, however,
is that music is often purely artistic and is not meant to con-
vey semantic information. Therefore, theories about language
learning and change do not necessarily generalize to the do-
main of music. In this project, I will examine music change
in light of cultural evolution and iterated learning.

Specifically, I will focus on the musical cadence. Cadence
comes from the Latin word for “to fall,” and marks the sense
of falling, ending, or closure of a passage (Mutch, 2015). As
the description suggests, cadences often occur at the end of
a musical passage. Across musical culture and history, ca-
dences can be realized through both temporal change (such
as slowing down) and harmonic change (such as a particular
harmonic structure). The current project will focus solely on
the harmonic aspect of cadence.

Historically in the Western (European) music tradition, the
realization of cadencec underwent a series of changes. While
Mutch (2015) gave a thorough review and theoretical discus-
sion, I will give a brief summary in this paper.

For most of medieval music (up to the 14th century), the
harmonic structure is quite different from what it developed
into during the Classical period (ca. 18th century), which is
what modern musicians are familiar with. First of all, me-
dieval music used different musical scales than modern mu-



sic — church modes. There were four main modes with some
variants, from which two developed into the Major and Minor
scales used today. As a result, most of medieval music would
sound jarring to modern listeners due to the different scales
used.

Additionally, medieval music used harmony differently
from later Western music. Triads (three-note chords) were
not used until late Medieval music (ca. 15th century) and was
not systematically discussed by music theorists until the 18th
century (Sadler & Christensen, 2001). Therefore, the notion
of chord progression, or any chord at all, were not yet estab-
lished in Medieval music of the 13th and early 14th century.

These factors, along with specific trends to a particular
time or practice, led to great differences between cadences
used by Medieval composers and cadences in later practice.
A reduced example of this difference is shown in Figure 1.
In the Classical cadence (mm. 3–4), one can observe the V–I
harmonic motion, resolution of the leading tone (C in m. 3),
downward resolution of the 7th (G in m. 3), and the indepen-
dence of individual voices, which are terms one would learn
in an introductory music theory class about how to write ca-
dences. However, very few of these features are present in
the Medieval cadence. This example in particular, called a
“double leading tone cadence” (Rockstro, Dyson, Drabkin,
Powers, & Rushton, 2001), creates two leading tones not only
approaching scale degree 1 (D in m. 2), but also to approach
5 (A in m. 2). This gesture is a signature to cadences in the
Medieval time, but would sound jarring to a modern listener.

The Current Study
Various accounts and theories have been proposed to explain
or characterize the change of cadential structure, of which the
various jargons mentioned in the last section are examples of
how modern scholars characterize cadences of different time.
This project, however, takes a different approach to charac-
terize the historical change of cadential structure through cul-
tural evolution. I will try to apply an iterated learner model
on music change, and explore different hypotheses about the
learners’ inductive biases.

Method
Iterated Learners
Following the iterated learning models (Griffiths & Kalish,
2007; Ito & Feldman, 2021) closely, I simulated chains of
iterated learners of musical cadence. A pool of a set number
of cadences will be available as the training data, and at each
generation, a small portion (0.05%) of data will be forgotten.
1 For each “forgotten” datapoint, the missing note is sampled
based on its probability given the learned hypotheses p(d|h).

1Note that only the penultimate note will be forgotten, and the
final note will never be forgotten. This is done because the final har-
mony changed relatively little through the centuries, and the change
in the penultimate harmony is more of interest. On the other hand,
if either note can be forgotten, the training outcome will become
something no longer interpretable as cadence.

The learned hypotheses, in turn, are generated based on the
available data.

Therefore, let the data at initialization be d0. The first gen-
eration will obtain hypotheses h0 based on the not forgotten
part of the data (see the next section for details of this step).
Then, the first generation of learners must infer the missing
notes based on h0. As they sample notes to fill in the missing
notes, d1 is generated.

Importantly, for any generation i, because 95% of di is
identical with di−1, the data between generations (di and di−1)
are dependent. However, since for each generation the hy-
potheses hi is only sampled from di, hi is conditionally in-
dependent with hi−1. As a result, each set of hypotheses are
only conditionally dependent on the immediately previous set
of hypotheses, thereby making the chain of learners a Markov
chain.

The Hypotheses of Learners
Two specific hypotheses are designed to represent learners’
learning mechanism and cognitive bias.

A few other assumptions are imposed on both models.
First, all notes that are not part of a modern Western scale will
be “warped” or transposed to a note on the Western scale. The
simulations here focused on major keys only, so any note that
is chromatic to the major key will have a equal probability to
move upward or downward by step. This assumption is hard-
coded into every iteration of the model as a constraint, since
we know in retrospect that such a change happened through
music history. Also, smoothing is introduced into the model.
One datapoint is created for each pair of possible notes (ex-
cept for a pair of identical notes, to represent the assumption
that some movement must happen at a cadence). This is to
prevent the model from assigning zero probability to a com-
bination it has never seen, thereby increasing the flexibility of
the model.

Conditional Probability (CP) Model The first model
learns only based on conditional probability. Let A be the
penultimate note of a cadence that is missing and B be the fi-
nal note that A cadences into. This model will calculate p(A)
only in terms of its probability conditioned on the final note.
That is:

p(A) ∝ p(A|B) (1)

CP + Gestalt Model The second model learns not only
based on conditional probability, but also with a continuity
constraint:

p(A) ∝ p(A|B)D(A,B) (2)

where D(A,B) stands for the distance between A and B.
Note that although D(A,B) is maximal when A and B are
the same note, p(A|B) would be zero since there is no ca-
dence without changing a note in the corpus, even after the
smoothing process. Therefore, the model is still prevented
from learning cadences without changing any notes.



Data Collection
For the medieval cadences, 37 cadences are annotated from
an anthology of 14-th century madrigals (Apel et al., 1950).

For each cadence, the movement of each voice is anno-
tated, including both the final note and the penultimate note.
The duration of the note is omitted and only the pitch of each
note is kept. Then, the notes are transposed with respect to
the tonic of the cadence (e.g., with respect to a cadence in G,
E would be 6 in scale degree). The selection of notes are ad-
justed when the penultimate note is the same as the last note
(anticipation tone) or when the penultimate note is part of an
ornamentation of some other note, in which cases the appro-
priate notes are selected instead. The exceptions take less
than 5% of the data. Since each cadence involves 3 voices,
there are a total of 111 pairs of vocal movements in the origi-
nal data.

For testing, chords are collected from Bach chorale har-
monizations and coded in the same way. Three chords are
selected from the endings of the first four chorales (with one
duplicate removed).

Experiment Design
50 random initialization of each of the two models are run by
specifying different random seeds. 100 generations of iter-
ated learning are simulated for each run. As mentioned be-
fore, 5% of the data is sampled at each generation to have the
penultimate note forgotten, and the data counts are smoothed
by adding 1 to every possible count. These parameters above
are set by intuition and have not been tested through a rigor-
ous grid search.

After each individual model is trained, three “late” ca-
dences are presented to it. For each of the four voices of a
cadence, the model will evaluate p(A) from the final dataset
d100. To keep the two models comparable, the continuity con-
straint, which is specific to the second model, is not used.
p(A) is only calculated based on p(A|B). The log probabil-
ity of p(A) is summed up across all four voices of a cadence
to give a score of the cadence’s likelihood under the trained
model. The higher this score is, it means the model is less
surprised by the modern cadence, and therefore is a better
representation of the evolution of cadences.

Results
First, I tested the trained models on three cadences from Bach
chorales. The scores are plotted in Figure 2. Since most bars
are above the reference line denoting the original data, we
can conclude that the models do become more “modern” after
training. The assumption of key is most likely to lead to this
outcome, since it leads to higher probability being assigned to
notes that are within the key. Additionally, the iterated learn-
ing process may be successful in removing some exceptional
cases in the original dataset.

For the second and third chords in Figure 2, the CP + Con-
tinuity model performs better than the CP model, but only
marginally. In the first chord, the CP + Continuity model per-
forms significantly worse even compared with the untrained

Figure 2: Training outcome of two different models. Log
probability of each of the three test cadences (Chords 1–3)
under the model is calculated for each model. The CP model
is represented by blue bars, and the CP + Continuity model is
represented by orange bars. Error bars denote the variability
of the 50 initializations of each model. The blue horizontal
lines denote the log probability of cadences under the original
data, d0.

reference. This is likely due to a 5̂–1̂ movement in the bass
and a leading tone not resolving to the tonic in Chord 1. Al-
though the 5̂–1̂ movement is very common in later cadences
including Bach, it will be evaluated as very unlikely under the
continuity constraint, since the movement involves a leap of
a perfect fourth.

To test the probability of the particular voice movements
under the model, I tested three common voice movements in
Figure 3. This allows observation into the models’ response
to very specific outcomes compared with the test in Figure 2.
From Figure 3, we can see that Model 2 assigns much higher
probability to 7̂–1̂, which are only a semitone apart. The
Gaussian continuity constraint will assign the highest prob-
ability to such a movement. For a 2̂–1̂ movement, whose two
notes are two semitones apart, Model 2 gives a lower prob-
ability than Model 1. For the 5̂–1̂ movement, both models
give low probabilities. This can be explained by the implied
harmony of V–I motion that did not exist in the Medieval
times. Furthermore, since the models only consider individ-
ual voices, there is no sense of harmony that can be possi-
bly captured by the model. This leads to both models giving
low probabilities to such a movement, while Model 2 is much
worse, because the leap of a fourth involves 5 semitones and
leads to low probability under the Gaussian distribution.

Discussion
This project applied iterated learner models to simulate
change in music cadence. As the main findings are summa-
rized in the last section, the interpretation and significance
of this work can be seen with connections to different disci-
plines. In this section, I will discuss the connection between



Figure 3: Probability of three vocal movements (one in each column) that end on the tonic (scale degree 1̂). The histogram
denotes the density of assigned probability by each model (one model in each row). The distribution is created by testing the
50 initializations of each model. The vertical teal line denotes the average of the 50 initializations. For Model 2’s probability of
the 5̂–1̂ movement, the numbers are all very close to 0 that it did not show under the normal scale. The three tested movements
are chosen because they are the most common movements that ends on 1̂ taught in introductory music theory courses.

the current work and other fields.

Connection to prediction in music perception

In music cognition, the listener’s prediction and surprisal to
the upcoming notes has been of interest to researchers. How-
ever, formal models of this process has been limited on n-
gram models and simple continuity models, which are com-
pared in Morgan, Fogel, Nair, and Patel (2019). In this line of
research, cadences are also particularly of interest because of
the strong limitation of possible upcoming notes (and hence
the strong expectation to certain notes). I would argue that
the current work complements Morgan et al. (2019) by us-
ing a model that incorporates both an n-gram-like component
(conditional probability) and a Gestalt-like component (con-
tinuity constraint). From the results, we see that addition of
Continuity constraints to the CP model does not change the
model’s behavior in common cases, but impact the model’s
prediction in special cases such as the 5̂–1̂ movement. This
further suggests that implementing a harmonic component in
the model may help it capture the variability in real music
data that the current models fail to learn.

The current work, however, focuses on simulating music
change rather than modeling the prediction and surprisal of
listeners. From this perspective, the models in Morgan et
al. (2019) can be seen as one generation among the chain of
learners in the current study. It would be interesting to com-
bine iterated learner models with human data such as cloze
prediction and surprisal in addition to using transitional prob-
ability obtained for corpora.

Moreover, since iterated learner models can reconcile the
practice of a specific culture (i.e., initialization of the chain)

and inductive biases that are universal to humans, it can be
used to explore what exactly the inductive biases are. For
example, it had been debated whether certain consonant in-
tervals in Western music (such as perfect fifths and octaves)
are perceived as consonant/pleasant universally, or at least are
easier to perceive or produce. Current works seem to suggest
that the former is false (Jacoby et al., 2019) but the latter is
true to some extent (McPherson et al., 2020). As Griffiths and
Kalish (2007) suggested that a Markov chain of learners will
eventually converge to represent the prior, and not the initial-
ization, of the language, the same could be said for a chain of
musicians. Therefore, questions about the inductive biases of
music can be explored using iterated learner models.

Connection to cultural evolution

The study of how music changes along time has rarely been
connected to the field of cognitive science. Compared with
historical linguistics, which has attracted attention of cogni-
tive scientists and stimulated theories of language universals
and language change, music history has been mostly a fo-
cus in musicology only. However, change in music has some
unique properties that make it interesting. For example, mu-
sic notation are often much more transparent than language
orthography. This allows us to be much more confident about
how music sounded in the distant past (e.g., 13th century),
and allows the modeling of music “sound change” with rela-
tive ease. Furthermore, as a modality that lies in the artistic
domain and does not serve immediate communicative pur-
pose, change in music is mostly motivated by implicit pattern-
learning, and even intentional violation of expectations of
the listeners (cf. the deceptive cadence). This is different



from language where direct communication requires maximal
amount of information to be conveyed with minimal effort.
As a result, simulating music change with iterated learners
suggests that a simple interaction between implicit learning
and inductive biases could facilitate cultural change.

The iterated learner model could also be interpreted in an
unique way in the musical context. Each generation could be
seen as one individual musician, and the data available to the
musician could be seen as all the compositions that the musi-
cian has access to. Due to information bottleneck, however,
the musician will only be able to access some but not all the
music compositions. The “forgotten” datapoints can there-
fore be interpreted as pieces that become out of fashion, and
the musician will compose new songs based on their knowl-
edge (i.e., hypotheses) from studying the current music still
in fashion. This interpretation allows a fast lifecycle of in-
novation — in modern times, a new musician could become
known for their works every few weeks or at most months; in
the medieval ages, the life of a musical piece will likely be
longer, but a new musician could still emerge ever few years.
On the other hand, for iterated language learning, a new gen-
eration is often interpreted to be the next generation of people,
which is about 20–40 years apart.

Connection to studies in music history
Studies of music history often do not involve computational
tools or cognitive considerations. The current project seeks
to bridge this gap. As early music studies often seek to obtain
accurate description of past musical traditions with very lim-
ited data, simulations of longitudinal change in music have
the potential to aid in this pursuit. While the current project
is a very tentative step forward, it could be extended to answer
questions about the historical music practice.

Additionally, the notion of harmony was not important in
Medieval music. The models in this project, similar to Me-
dieval music, consider individual voices instead of any har-
monic structure formed by multiple voices. One possible ex-
pansion of the model is to consider the harmony formed by
several voices. A model that incorporates harmony will be
more authentic to the increased importance of harmony since
the Renaissance, and may capture the 5̂–1̂ movement better
than the current models.

Conclusion
In this project, I explored the use of an iterated learner model
to simulate the evolution of musical cadence. I found that it is
feasible to simulate music cadence change through the model,
which is the first attempt to apply iterated learning on changes
of non-communicative systems such as music. Additionally,
I found that the assumption of major/minor keys allows the
models to capture the change of cadence in Western music to
some degree, but leaves out a lot of variability unexplained
still. Particularly, a potential change to the model to capture
harmonic relation in addition to movement of voices along
time may lead to better models.
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